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V.

MerostPtyLimited&Anor

Di-j , ^;" OurtollVewSouth Wales, Commercial
Rent Review: Annual market rental value,
long term lease. Issue of whether a valuerfixin a rentf

purposes of determining annual market rental value f

premises should include a premium over and above th

market rent which could be expected to be aid f

ease of premises compareble to the demised premises

Held:wad ,, ,,. gu rrenreviews.
rather than as a one-year term and that the valuer wa

furtherreview(20 'eaSe, !\nthouta
assessmenL

GIIes J: By lease dated 31 August 1966 the I' tiff

leased from the Colonial Mutual Life Assurance SOCie
Limited premises at Engadine for the term from I Se tomber 1966 to 31 August 2006 "at the earl r t
payable and calculated as provided in Clause 2(a) hereof
...". The defendants are assignees of the Colonial Mut I

Life Assurance Society Limited. Ishallrefer to the laintiff

as
the lessee and to the defendants collectiveI as th
lessor.

By clause 2(a) of the lease the lessee covenantsd with
the
lessor to pay "an annual rental" calculated and a able as follows:
"I. FIRSTLY an annual rent of $31,740.00 per annum

during the period from the commencement of the tenn

of this lease to the thirty-firstdayofAugust 1986payable

in advance by regular and consecutive quarterly instal-

merits of $7,935.00 each on the first day of the months
of March. June, September and December in each ear
during the said period and at that rate for less than a

quarter the first of such instalments or a prorportionate

part thereof to become payable on the first da of
September 1966 calculated to the thinieth da of

November 1966.

11. SECONDLY an annual rent during the residue f
the term of this lease commencing on the first da of

September 1986 of such an amount (not being less
than the rental hereinbefore referred to) as shall be

agreed between the lessor and the lessee in writin t

be the annual marketrentalvalue of the demised prem.

ises at such last mentioned date or in the event of the
parties failing to reach agreement prior to the said date
an annual rent being the annual market rental value of

the demised premises as determined at the joint cost of
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the Coinm I, , p Cer ort earnebeingof
institute then have ceased to exist of such bod
association as then serves substantially the same ob'ects

determined f UarentaSagreedor
same manner and on the same days as the rentfirstl
abovereserved.
" '

There being no agreement upon the annual rentforth
periodcommencing Iseptember1986, MrD. B. Kiri wa

appointed to make the determination for which this r -

vision calls. I shall refer to him as the valuer. By a writte
report dated 21 July 1987 the valuer determined "th
annual market rental value of the premises ... for a to

s years QinlstSeptember, 1986"at
In these proceedings the lessee seeks a declaration that

it is not bound by that determination.

In paragraph 110fthe points of claim the lessee asserted:

"In fixing the rent referred to in the preceding pare-

graph. the valuer determined that such rent should
include a premium over and above the market rent
which could be expected to be paid for a lease f

premises coinparable to the demised premises which
lease made provision for regular rent reviews. "

This paragraph was admitted by the lessor. It w
intended to reflect the relevant aspect of the deterin'
tion, the lessee contending that the valuerwas not entitl d
to
determine the annual rent by the inclusion of the r inium referred to.

The determination is a document of 21 pa es br k

up into four parts. plus two appendices.

It is plain that the valuer received submissions from
valuers representing the lessor and the lessee, and in Part
3 there are rioted aspects of these submissions to eth
with the comments of the valuer thereon. One of th
submissions recorded is that of the lessor that in dete .
mining the rent of the premises for the purposes of a
review for the residue term of 20 years regard must be
had to the duration of the period for which the rent' t
be determined. a submission with which the valuer not
his concurrence. Another of the submissions recorded is
that of the lessee described as a "detailed submission w'th
enclosures including a rental calculation method involvin
an arbitrary basis of assessing a premium 'forthe factthere

are no rent reviews for 20 years', and adding this to an

amountrepresenting the current market rent assumin 'a
normal review period"'.

Part 4 of the determination deals with

the basis of
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determination and the determination itself and includes

ifever, comply with the tennsoftheagreementbetween

"In my deliberations I have been conscious of the facts
that my determination hasto be made at a sum which:

mistaken application of the principles of valuation may
san be made in accordance with the terns of the agreemerit. In each case the critical question must always be:

the statement

the parties. But a valuation which is the result of the

a) will riot adversely affect the viability of the lessee's
business and cause it to perhaps operate at a loss for

was the valuation made in accordance with the terms

of a contract? If it is, it is nothing to the point that the

an unreasonable length of time; albeitthat we are all

valuation may have proceeded on the basis of error or
that it constitutes a gross over or under value. Nor is it
relevant that the valuer has taken into consideration

no doubt aware of examples of supermarkets of all

persuasions which sometimes operate at a loss

particularly in the early years of trading of a new

matters which he should riot have taken into account

store.

or has failed to take into account matters which he

b) will reflect a premium rental over and above market

should have taken into account The question is not
whether there is an errorin the discretionary judgment
of the valuer. It is whether the valuation complies with

rentfor. ^,;!longanreview period and conditions, bu^,

which alSd~takia'co!;nizdnce of the fact that circum. '
stances might arise prior to the end of the twenty

the terms of the contract"

year review period which could result in offer and

acceptance of a surrender of the lease to the mutual

benefit of both lessor and lessee. Assessment of an

inadequate premium rental would disadvantage the

lessor in the long term whereas assessment of an
excessive premium rental could disadvantage the

lessee in the eventofan early surrender of the lease. "

MahoneyJA in the same case was of the view that the

valuer had riot made a mistake of the kind alleged against

him, and found it unnecessary to express a view on
whether, had therebeena mistake, it would haverendered
the determination ineffective. PriestIey JA asked whether
the lessee had shown that the valuation "did riot coin I
with the agreement in the lease" (at 324) and was not

.^, Ltji!(1985):;,^-^^vin^. of . ifst!giq. ,!^. y. 4, .11udso, ,

!!'Lidso!, Ply Ltd v Legql. !^.. Gener!a*Die. of Australia Ltd

not binding upon it. MCHugh JA distinguished (at 33n
between a mistake involving departure from the question
referred to the valuer and a mistake as to the process of

in the valuation and did not consider the kinds of mistake
which mightjustify^interference by the court with the

valuation of an expert.

valuation. After a review of the authorities upon when a
mistake would invalidate a valuation, his Honour said (at

335-6):

The lessee submitted that the detemiination was not
made in accordance with clause 21a)110fthe!ease because

"In my opinion the question whether a valuation is
binding upon the parties depends in the first instance
upon the terms of the contract, express or implied. This

the annual market rental value of the premises as at I

deciatation'that the determination of a rental value was

'

in incorporating the premium the valuerwas notassessin

was pointed out by Sir David Cairns in the Court of

Appeal in Bober, KeriwoodMo"ujodurtng Co Ltd (at
181). A valuation obtained by fraud or collusion can
usually be disregarded even in an action at law. For in
a case offTaud or collusion the correct conclusion to be

drawn will almost certainly be that there has been no
Iuation in accordance with the terms of the contract

,. s Sir David Cairns pointed out, it is easy to imply a
term that a valuation must be made honesdyandimparhally. It will be difficult, and usually impossible, however,

to imply a term that a valuation can be set aside on th^

ground of the valuer's mistake or because the valuation

., oug tewors"asatlSeptember

marketrentalvalue to be agreed, there must also be read
into the annual market rental value to be determined a

like qualifying phrase. )In support of this submission it was

said that:

laithe valuer. by incorporating the premium. was altering

the bargain of the parties, they having agreed upon a lease
with one rent review only after 20 years and the valuer
giving to the lessorthe additional benefit of the equivalent

of
a lease with a number of successive rentreviews during
the second 20 years;

(bithe function of a rent review clause such as that under
consideration is to adjust the base rent for inflation to the

Is unreasonable. The terms of the contract usually provide. as the lease in the present case does, that the

date of review, not to incorporate a premium for antici-

By referring the decision to a valuer. the parties agree

chosen not to provide;

sKill and judgment and agree to be bound by his decision. It is now settled that an action for damages for
negligence will lie against a valuer to whom the parties
have referred the question of valuation if one of them

to be taken as having intended to permit the valuer to

of inflation for 20 years.

v Thockroh (1974) AC 727; Arenson v. Arenson (1977)

The firststep must be to establish whatthe lease requires
to be valued. Clause 2(alll says it is the annual market

decision of the valueris 'final and binding on the parties'.

to accept his honest and impartial decision as to the
appropriate amount of the valuation. They rely on his

meritthe valuation can stand even though it was made
negligentiy. While mistake or error on the part of the

va uer is not by itself sufficientto invalidate the decision

or the certificate of valuation. nevertheless, the mistake
may be of a kind which shows that the valuation is riot
In accordance with the contract. A mistake concerning

I e identity of the oremises to be valued could seldom

pated inflation for which the parties have deliberate!

(c)the lease being a commercial lease, the parties are not

indulge in what was said to be speculation in attempting,
for the purpose of arriving at a premium, to predict rates

rental value of the demised premises. Butthat cannot be
enough to identify that for which the contract embodied
in the lease calls. since rent may vary according to the

length of the term and other conditions of the lease. The
valuer must have to determine the annual market rental
value of the premises if let on the conditions of the lease

and. in my view. forthe termof20years from Iseptember
19R6
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This wasrecognisedbyBeachJin ^:^Id
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for a renewed term at such rental as

"... shat be agreed upon by the landlord and the tenant

and failing agreement as to the fair open market value
two months before the expiration of the said tern such

fair open market value shall be determined by two
valuers .... "

For the lessee it was contended that the rental should

be deteiminedasfora lease of the premises upon present
day normal and usual commercial ternis without regard
to the fact that the renewal of the lease was for a term of

15 years withoutprovision for rental review. Forthe lessor
it was contended that what was required was a detemii-

nation of the fair open market value of the rental of the
premises as for a lease of the premises upon the teams
contained in the lease including the term that the renewal

of leasewasfor15yearswithoutprovisionofrentalreview.
Beach J said:

the lessee is tied to the premises and may encounter
difficulties in the future if, for economic reasons, he
wishes to expand or contract his business operations.

Again, ifl may adaptthe words of the Court of Appeal

in'. je'I^techin. -o11d. Drone, pimportingCO Ltd, it w6tild

seem to me that'clear words would be required to
supportthe construction that the fairopen marketvalue

of the rental of the premises should be detemiined

withoutreference to the duration of the tenancy. There
are no such words in clause 4(ii)(a) of the lease and
accordingly I am of the opinion that the fact that the

lease is for a term of 15 years is a matter which must

be taken into account by the valuers in determining the

appropriate rental. "

In the present case I cannot see any words in clause
2(a)11 of the lease (or elsewhere in the lease) whereby the
annual market rental value is to be determined without

referencetothe!engthoftheterm. Idonotseeanyrelevant

difference between "fair open market value of the rental"

"It would seem to me that what the parties have really
sought to do in this case is to raise two quite separate
and distinct matters for determination by the court
In the firstplace they askthe courttodetemiine whether

or not the valuer or valuers appointed by the parties
should have regard to the fact that the renewal of the

lease is for a term of 15 years when detemiining the
rental to be paid by Capeiin respect of the subject
premises. In the second place they ask the court to
determine whether or not it is valid for the valuer, or

valuers, to have regard to future inflation when arriving
at that determination.

and "annual market rental value": the word "annual"
seems to me to connote the expression of the market

rental value as a yearly figure rather than the expression
of a marketrentalvalue for a one yearterm, and contem-

plates a term extending beyond a year. In this regard the

word "annual" qualifying the word "rent" in clause 2(a)
is clearly used in the sense of a yearly figure rather than

for a one yearterm and Isee no reason to give it different

meaning when qualifying "market rental value".

The phrase "at such last mentioned date" does not

require that the length of the term be ignored, doing no
more than directthe valuer to make his determination on

The conclusion I have arrived at, in so f;Ir as the first
aspect of the matter is concerned, is that in determining
the fair open market value of the rental of the subject
premises it is the duty of the valuer, or valuers, to have

regard to the fact that the lease of the premises is for a

d is"J'11^"4'L~~^"'L"' , '
be the fair open market value of the premises if it is
fixed without any regard to the duration and conditions
of the tenancy?'
If one was auctioning the lease of the premises, I have

little doubt that the first question prospective buyers
would ask is 'What is the term of the lease?' Clearly
that would bean importantconsiderationindetermining
the market value of the lease.
.~,

To attemptto fix the fairopen marketvalue of the rental
of the premises withoutregard to the term of the lease

would betoignorea factorwhich must haveasignificant
bearing on the rental a prospective lessee would be
prepared to pay for the premises.
I have little doubt that if the owner of city premises
offered to let a ROOT of his building for a term of one
year only. with no provision for renewal. he would not
obtain as high a rental for that floor as he would if he

the assumption of a prospective lessor and lessee striking

a bargain on I September 1986. Since the determination

may not be made for some time after I September 1986,
factors relevant to the determination but arising after I
September 1986 are to be ignored (except, no doubt, to
the extent to which they would have been foreseen as at
I September 1986).
,

Re'^I.aaii!11^I;^d^^,(1926) NZL:I^. 541 and re Bredhi"

Drop^ry!in!56thrigCOLtd (1928). NZLR241, both ref6i. ed
to by Beach J, concerned the regard to be had in determining rent under a rent review clause to the terms and

conditions of the lease. In both it was held that regard had
to be had to the duration and conditions of the tenancy.
In re Lurid's Lease the lease required the valuer to
exclude from consideration improvements on the land
"and estimate the then annual value of the land only". It
was contended for the lessor that the rental payable for
the last period of 10 years was the fair annual value for
the land only at the commencement of the period of 10
years, apart altogether from the fact that there were 10

years of the lease left. That argument was rejected. it being

said that the valuer had to ascertain what a prudent!essee
would give as ground rent for a lease for the specified
term and subject to the specified conditions.

was prepared to let it for, say, three years with an option
for a further period of three years, A lease of a floor in
a city building for one year only would be a far less
attractive proposition to the businessman who wished
to set up his business in the city, than a lease of that

same floor for a period of three years with an option
for a further period of three years,
At the other end of the scale, however, a lease for a

In re Brechin Dropery Importing Co Ltd, the trial judge

had considered that the requirement that the determina-

tion be of"the fairand reasonable rentofthe said premises

calculated on the basis of the unimproved values of the
said lands" meant that no regard should be had to the

duration and conditions of the tenancy, but it was held

period of 15 or even 20 years may, in some respects,
be less attractive than a lease for a shorter period of

on appeal that those wordsonly meantthatimprovements
should be disregarded. It was said (at 248) that:
"... the duty of the arbitrators or umpire is to ascertain

time with options for renewal, in that in the former case

what a prudentlessee would give as a ground rentfor
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a lease of the land forthe ternt of 14 years without any
buildings or improvements thereon, and subject to the
obligations imposed on the lessee, including the obli-

gation of remaining the tenant thereof for too further

periods of 14 years, and the obligations of leaving on
the land any buildings and improvements erected by
the lessee".
In the present case the valuer had to arrive at the annual

clause 4(ii)(a) of the lease the parties have bestowed

upon the valuerorvaluers the obligation of determining

the fair open market value of the rental of the premises.
In such circumstances it is not appropriate for this court
to delineate the matters which the valuer or valuers

should take into account. To do so would be to trespass
on the valuer's or valuers' territory. "

ms necessary, however, to refer to two decisions cited

marketrentalvalue forthe premises for a term of 20 years
withoutrentreview. As a matter. of principle, a prospective

by the lessee.

which would reflectanticipated inflation. Overthe20 year

renewprovided f6t'a terni"at a rentto be agreed between
the parties hereto or in default of agreement at a rent to

lessor for such a term could well!o0k to receive a rent
term many matters could operate to affectthe lessor and

the lessee: some are referred to by Beach J, and others

which can be instanced are the effect of development in
the area and possible dilapidation of the premises or their

becoming "dated" for use as a retail outlet. Some of these

matters will operate adversely to the lessor, others adverSIey to the lessee. and each may take them into account

in deciding what rent he wishes to receive, or is prepared
to pay. as annual rent over a 20 year term.

Referring, as the valuer did in the statement from Part

4 " the determination which I have set out above, to a
PI. .Ium rental is to my mind no more than a way of
referring to a wayofaccommodatingone of such matters.

Alessorfora20 yeartermwith rentreviews mayanticipate

receiving rental of periodically increasing annual amounts,

with a given total overthe 20 years' A lessorfor a 20 year
term without rent reviews may anticipate receiving a like

total amount over the 20 years, but because it must be
received by equal annual amounts the initial(and constant) annual amountwill be greater than the initial annual
amount where there are rent reviews. As the statement

makes clear, this is only one matter of which the valuer
was conscious: he was also conscious of, at least, the
impact of consensual surrender of the lease prior to the

expiry of the 20 years' That, no doubt, is why the valuer
said that the determination should "reflect" a premium
rental rather than (as paragraph 11 of the points of claim

says) "include a premium". It is also why the comparison
which the valuer makes is with marketrentfor a "normal"

review period and conditions (i. e. for a period of one to
five years: see p. 15 of the determination) and not a lease

fo. term of 20 years with regular rent reviews (as paragi"*^h 11 of the points of claim seems to say). In these
respects I am of the view that paragraph 11 of the points

,of claim does notaccurately reflectthe determination, and

I consider that notwithstanding its admission by the lessor

In I;'eqr:v. 811^aid (1983) 3 All ER 662;^n'option. t6

be determined by a single arbitrator. .." One of the questionswhich TudorEvansJ wascalled upon to answer was

"(d) whether, having regard to the fact that a twenty-

one year lease withoutfurther rent reviews during the
currency of the term was provided for by clause 3(2)

of the lease, a premium to take into account anticipated

inflation during the currency of the term should be built
into the new rent and. if so, whether it should be

assessed at the level of the premium applicable in 1961
which should then be converted into a premium and

applied to the current rental value or whether the per-

centage should be assessed by reference to the current
market conditions at the date of renewal. "

His Lordship answered this question by stating that a

premium was notto be added to take into account antic-

ipated inflation during the currency of the new term. He

recorded the argument of counsel for the lessor that a
premium should be applied to take account of the fact

that in the new lease for 21 years there was no provision

for a rentreview. that being necessary to protect the lessor
from inflation over the period of the new lease, and the

argument of counselforthe lessee that that would in effect

be permitting the building in of provision for rent review

into a lease to provide a guarantee of future inflation of

an amount which, in the nature of events. could only be

pure speculation. He referred to Notiono1 Westminster

Bonk Ltd v BSC Footwear Ltd (1980) 42 P & CR 90,

where it was held that a power to determine "the then

prevailing market rent" did not include a power to direct
that it should be periodically reviewed. and said of the

lessor.

"They are seeking to introduce the effectofa rentreview

clause into a lease which makes no such provision. It

I should proceed by reference to the detennination itself.

seems to me that the concluding observations of Tern-

It follows that as a matter of principle the valuer did not

the predecessors in title have given away are apposite

depart from the terms of the contract in arriving at his
determination. Whether or not he was rightin his appre-

ciation of the need for. oramountof, the "premium rental"
which his determination should reflectis another question.
but one with which the court is not concerned. If he was
not right. he made a mistake in the process of valuation

only, to use the language of MCHugh JA in Lego! &
Gene, airye of Australia Ltd, A. Hudson Pty Ltd. Beach
J in Copel Seruices Ltd dealt with the second question
which he had identified in like manner:

"Iturn then to the second matter which seems to me

to be in issue between the parties, namely whether or
northe valuer or valuers should have regard to future
inflation when making this detennination.
In my view this is a matter upon which the court should
not express an opinion. I say that for this reason. By
IAIVUARY 1989

pieman U about the impossiblity of taking back what

here. Moveover, Ithink that there is great force in the

contention of counsel for the tenant that the whole

process of making a calculation and building in a percentsge for the effect of inflation on rents is entirely

speculative both as to the continuation of inflation and

as to the rates which might prevail horn time to time. "
The observations of Templeman LJ (with which
O'Connorand Lawton UJ agreed) Notiono1Westminster

Bank Ltd v BSC Footwear Ltd to which his Lordship
referred were set out by him (at 6721 in the following
terms:
"In my judgment. the arbitrator has no power to introduce any variations between the original lease and the
renewed lease. The arbitrator must determine the rent,
and only the rent. and for this purpose he must deterPage 285
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mine the prevailing market rent ... The result of that
declaration Iby the judge at first instancejis to confer
on the arbitrator a discretion to decline to determine

the rent payable under the renewed lease for 21 years,
but only to determine the rentfor a period of three or
five years, or some other period which he is free to
choose. having heardindeterminateevidence; and then

he has power to direct that subsequent rent for subsequentpartsofthe termof21yearsshallbedetermined

Ireturn then to the lessee's submissions. I have already

set out my view of the effect of the direction to assess the

annual market rental value o1 the premises as at I Septernber1986. Ireferto the arguments by the samelettered

paragraphs by which I earlier identified them.

(all do not think that reflecting a premium alters the
bargain of the parties, as for the reasons given in consid-

atrig Notiono1 Westminster Bonk Ltd v BSC Footwear

by such persons, at such intervals and by such
machinery, as the arbitrator may think fit to draft and

Ltd and Leor v 81i^ord it does not amount to rewriting

award. Whatis said is that if the arbitrator fixes the rent

than give effect to the existing agreement of the parties

at the beginning of 21 years for the whole period. then
the landlord is in danger of riot getting the fruits of
inflation which he might otherwise getifthere were rent
review clauses. But whatthe landlords' predecessors in
title gave away these landlords canhot now take back. "

What Templeman U said was in a different contextto
the present, and there can be no quarrel with the decision
in Notiono1 WestminsterBonkLtdv BSCFootweorLtd.

But it does not follow from a refusal to give "the fruits of
inflation" by provision for rent review that it is impermisSIble to reflect in the assessment of the prevailing market
rent the then perception of the market as to possible
inflation and its effect on rents. The former would provide
a more or less accurate means of keeping up with inflation
(depending on the formula adopted); the latter might or
might not achieve the same end result, dependent as it
would be upon the correctness of the perception of the
market. I do not read the judgment of Templeman 1.41 as
excluding whatever allowance be proper in the assessment
of the prevailing market rental for anticipated inflation.
and his Lordship (at 95-6) desctibed the task of the arbibator as "to reconsider the figure '21250' in the original
lease and to insert the figure which he thinks proper,
having regard to market rents"
WheninLeorvBlizzord. TudorEvansJfoundassistance

in the observations of Templeman L, I, it seems to me,
with respect. that he failed to take account of the matter
I have set out in the preceding paragraph. It may be that
his Lordship was distracted by the way the argument for
the lessor was putin terms of a premium or percentage
uplift over "market value" (671); that way of putting the
argumentstarts with a marketvalue and adds a premium,
when in the view that Itake the correct position is that the
market value may itselfrefiect a premium

the lease to provide for rent reviews but does no more

upon annual marketrental value.

Ib) I am unable to acceptthatthe function of a rentreview

clause is necessarily limited in the manner submitted by

the lessee. Its function depends primarily upon its terms,
but! see no reason why itshould not enable regard to be
had to arith^pated future inflation. to the extent that that

is part of fixing a market rent. To say that the present
parties deliberately chose not to provide for anticipated
future inflation begs the question. I see nothing in the
agreement for lease which I admitted subject to objection
which assists (or hinders) the lessee's submission.

(c)In support of the submission that the prediction of

inflation was speculative the lessee referred tq^odor6@ICJ

{, Ward'(1981). 151CLR502. .The same pointiii;is'ill6a^;*
itf"Leor v Bitzzord and in Gol>el Services Ltd v Legal &,::

General, Assumnce'Ltd. ~However, the parties entrustedr*
to the valuerthedetermination of the annual marketrental

value. including whatever prediction of inflation (or, more
correctly, assessment of the market's perception of the
effect on rents of future inflation) might be involved
therein. Whatever difficulty there may be in that task does
not mean that it was not open to the valuerto undertake
it

For the foregoing reasons I do notthink that the valuer
departed from the terms of the contract embodied in the
lease in arriving at his determination. The summonsshould
be dismissed with costs

The other consideration affecting his Lordship, being
the speculative proCCess of "making a calculation and
building in a percentage for the effects of inflation on
rents". I refer to below in dealing specifically with the
lessee'sarguments. Having carefully reconsidered my own
view I am respectfully unable to agree with his Lordship's
decision on this point

I note that in Cope! Seruices Ltd v Legol & Generol
Assurance Society Ltd Beach J refers at length to Leor v
Bit^ord without express comment thereon. While his

Honour observed that the assessment of inflationary
trends in the future could be nothing more than specuIation and that "there is no reason for thinking it is Ia taskj
within the capacity of the real estate valuers". as appears
from the passages which I have earlier set out. he declined
to trespass on the valuer's territory by saying whether or

not he should have regard to future inflation in making
his determination. Ifind in this tacit disagreement with the
decision in Leor v 811zzord
Daoe 286
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